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Foreword
integrating the value of
nature into business decisions can lead to better business and conservation outcomes

commit to considering nature

Through this engagement, we have learned that much of the core efforts that Dow teams are already engaged
though not previously recognized as such.

Sincerely,
Mary Draves

Lynn Scarlett
The Nature Conservancy

Dow
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Overview

discussed opportunities to reduce environmental impacts

in the future.
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Sharing the concept of nature in business

Nature is the Earth’s collective inhabitants and nonliving
environments interacting as functional ecosystems
and providing services such as clean water, clean air,
and healthy soil.

during the last four years.
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team initiated development of the Nature Scorecard with the

Conservancy to help them understand how to capture the value
of the land they had enhanced in downtown Detroit.

a.

performance for a suite of different characteristics, such as a
water pollution. The updated scorecard will incorporate these

b. Sharing the results
Throughout the last ten years, we have focused on sharing

b.

c.

Total Environment

d.

e.
consists of 11 large companies from multiple industry sectors.

Private Sector
the Case for Conservation
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Outcomes

increased adoption of the tools developed within the Nature
capital approval processes to include the completion of the
nature screen as a mandatory step for all capital and real estate

a chemical company and environmental group, The Nature
Conservancy committed its time, resources and reputation to

staff helped ensure that the designed site included more native
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. Dow is well on its way to achieving its
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Lessons learned

• Driving change from the bottom up
how important organizational culture is in driving change. For

•

• Communication is a critical element of success

and regulatory environment, and culture in which one operates,
•

preferred alternative to a dry pond which greatly improved
across several Dow locations.
•

waste, energy and raw material consumption reduction.
What the nature goal offers is a concrete call to action and a
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Path forward

related processes and tools, while also focusing together on

shared

• Water accounting

water goals.
• Climate/carbon

companies and partners.
a corporate strategy.
and impact – through events and traditional media – as our
share our research, tools and lessons learned, we encourage
• Coastal resilience
we are assessing the potential of implementing coastline

About

The Nature Conservancy and The Dow Chemical Company set out in 2011 to demonstrate that integrating the value of nature into business decisions can
lead to better business and conservation outcomes. Ten years later, the Collaboration – at the forefront of innovative nature-based solutions – has produced
extensive research and developed new tools to demonstrate how a company like Dow can include nature in its business operations. Our joint commitment to
this new way of doing business is quickly becoming ingrained in the Dow corporate culture.
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